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LEADHACKRS STARTUP ACCELERATOR (LSA)
➔ Leadhackrs is launching LSA. A startup
accelerator for bootstrapped founders and
solopreneurs seeking to build sustainable
systems to get traction and scale revenue.
➔ Are you fed up trying to acquire customers but
aren't seeing the results that you desire?
➔ There's hope! You face unique problems and
must learn to operate in the face of unforeseen
circumstances. Through our lessons learned
advising startups, We've developed systems for
startups to implement to scale.
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DISCOVER PROVEN SYSTEMS
➔ You need proven systems to gain traction and grow revenue without burning through cash.
With LSA you can use standard operating procedures (SOP’s) to train an agile bench of
contractors to take control of your company's growth.
➔ If you're tired of having to pay per click in the hopes of generating leads this accelerator is for
you... and no you won't have to become a content factory.
➔ We've spent the past few years scaling our agency to six ﬁgures with contractors. Get all of
our secrets, SOPs, and tactics in LSA.
➔ You won’t learn from professors with no real world experience here. Instead you will be
exposed to experts who’ve already attained the results your seeking.
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REDEFINE YOUR SUCCESS
➔ Most of our published content focus on the “what” and “why” to scale. In LSA we go into the
trenches to discuss the “how.”
➔ This isn’t a startup accelerator for high growth startups. We're unique because our strategies
are speciﬁc to bootstrapped founders and solopreneurs with limited capital and employees.
As well, your goals are diﬀerent.
➔ You're not seeking an IPO or sacriﬁcing your vision to make investors happy. Simply put... We
measure your success not only by the amount of revenue you generate but also by the
work-life balance you're able to attain.
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COMMUNITY ROAD MAP
➔ We’re committed to building 1-2 systems
monthly with actionable steps around
product, marketing, and operations.
➔ As an “OG Supporter”, you get to provide
feedback on our Community Road Map to
determine where we focus our eﬀorts.
◆ (Gain access upon joining)
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COMMUNITY BENEFITS
➔ Digital PR Briefs: OG Supporters gain exclusive access to a private Slack channel with
Digital PR opportunities with 200+ publications. Leadhackrs has charged $250 to $1,000
per Digital PR placement in the past. (DA40/DR40+ eligibility requirement)
➔ LSA Academy: Access hours of training from our ever-expanding library of expert training.
Filter by topic and learn at your own pace.
➔ Templates, Tools, and Process Docs: Scale up and simplify every part of your company.
➔ 2+ Expert-Led Webinars Monthly: Learn what works from experts at the top of their ﬁelds.
➔ Exclusive Slack Community: Build a network of smart friends and seasoned mentors you
can turn to at any time.
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FAQ SECTION
➔ If you still have questions or concerns then let’s
chat. We’re always open to feedback to ensure
our community members receive as much value
as possible.
◆ https://calendly.com/leadhackrs/connect
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LEADHACKRS MARKETPLACE
➔ We’re committed to your success. If you’ve
determined you’re at a point where you value
time more than money we can help.
➔ Tap into our Talent Network if your interested in
Done-For-You (DFY) services.
➔ Rest assured, majority of our partners oﬀer
month-to-month contracts and 30-day money
back guarantees.
➔ Simply send over a message stating you prefer
DFY services.
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